2007 pacifica problems

The following chart shows the 22 most common problems for Chrysler Pacifica. The number
one most common problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling with problems.
The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's power train 95 problems. In our
research we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a
certain model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. The total
sales of the Chrysler Pacifica in the United States are 43, units [1]. If the total number of
problems reported by Chrysler Pacifica owners in the last 14 years is , and the age of the
vehicle is 14, the PPMY index can then be calculated as. For more information, refer to this
page: A study of reliability comparison across Chrysler Pacifica model year vehicles. The
following chart shows the number of problems reported during each of the service years since
the debut of the Chrysler Pacifica in When making the decision between buying a new or used
Chrysler Pacifica, the following table can be used to compare the Chrysler Pacifica with the
Chrysler Pacifica from other model years. Note that the number of problems reported for the
Pacifica is while the average number of problems reported for the 11 model years of the
Chrysler Pacifica is Car Problems. Table 1. Common problems of the Chrysler Pacifica. Table 2.
Table 3. Compare the Chrysler Pacifica with other model years. Engine And Engine Cooling.
Power Train. Electrical System. Other Fuel System. Vehicle Speed Control. Electronic Stability
Control. Service Brakes. Air Bag. Gasoline Fuel System. Exterior Lighting. Unknown Or Other.
Parking Brake. Seat Belt. Traction Control System. Switch Year: Two problems related to axle
shaft seal have been reported for the Chrysler Pacifica. The most recently reported issues are
listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chrysler Pacifica
based on all problems reported for the Pacifica. Consumer states experience with mechanical
problems. The consumer stated at 2, miles, a smoke condition developed in the vehicle's
engine. A diagnostic revealed the front axle seal was defective. At approximately 3,, the smoke
condition developed again and the consumer was informed that the power transfer unit needed
to be replaced. At 25,, the power transfer unit had to be removed and replaced after it was
discovered that there was a leak in an input seal. At 26, miles, the engine mount was replaced;
at 48, miles, the blower motor was replaced; at 48, miles, the blend air door of the blower was
replaced and the rear axle seals were replaced due to leaks; at 63, miles, the pvc valve, fuel
pump, egr valve and battery were replaced and a short in the wiring to the alternator was
repaired; at 65,, the vehicle broke down and had to be towed. It was determined the computer
needed to be replaced. At 82, miles, the motor mount failed and was replaced, an isolater was
installed and power transfer unit was leaking again. The consumer took the vehicle back to the
dealer, after driving it for 15 minutes, because it was in worse condition than when she left it
with the dealer. The engine was racing at rpms, while driving at 50 mph, there was a loud noise
coming from the engine and a banging noise could be heard upon turning the steering wheel.
The dealer stated there was nothing wrong with the vehicle. However, when the consumer drove
the vehicle for 20 miles, the malfunction indicator light illuminated. The vehicle was taken back
to the dealer, and after an inspection, the dealer stated the transmission control module relay
was faulty. The consumer was assured the issues were fixed. However, on her way home, the
malfunction indicator light illuminated again, the engine was racing and the entire vehicle jolted
every time she shifted into, drive, park or reverse. The power door locks failed and the
consumer was locked inside the vehicle for several minutes. Car Problems. Axle Shaft Seal
problem 1. Axle Shaft Seal problem 2. Other Power Train related problems of the Chrysler
Pacifica. Power Train problems Power Train problems. Automatic Transmission Torque
Converter problems. Automatic Transmission problems. Automatic Transmission Control
Module problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Transfer Case problems. Transmission Noise
problems. Transmission Stuck In Gear problems. Transmission Shudder problems.
Transmission Failure problems. Driveshaft problems. I have only had this car for 6 months but I
love it. It has miles on it but is still in great shape. Drives well and it the nice car I have ever had.
I love my Pacific I purchased in and it drove smoothly like a luxury car In the last 5 years I have
experienced tons of problems I want sell as is but one mechanic claims it has over4, worth of
work after I gave them almost 4, to fix in repairs over the last two years I still drive and have
purchased another vehicle I hate to sell as is but it was such a great car for so many years I was
thinking someone might want to fix and enjoy the car It has over one hundred thousand miles I
am still driving until I decide what to do with. Overall it's a great vehicle. However, pumping gas
in it is a headache. You can never pump in at full pressure due to the angle of the neck of the
tank and the filter. It has to be pumped slowly so I never recommend fueling up from almost
empty. Also I find it quite annoying that there is no aux jack for the stereo. There also isn't much
room in the hatch if you have 3rd row seating unless you fold the rear seats down. I have 3
children so that is not always possible. It drives and handles quite nicely. The sound system is
pretty great as well. I love the adjustable pedals and lumbar support. First 2 rows of seating

have heated seats. It provides a lot of space because I have two kids and still have room to fit
others and groceries. It drives nice and the AC is great. I live in Florida so I wish it did come
with leather seats because it's extremely hot sitting on them after getting in the car on a hot day
like most days around here. I can't really say much about our vehicle. Because I don't drive at
the moment. My husband is the main driver. But I can say that we have had this vehicle for a
year and a half. And it is a used vehicle. At first we didn't have any problems. Now we are
starting to have minor problems. It was a good buy to be a used vehicle. Cr is still in good
condition despite being twelve years old. I would have to say the thing I dislike most about the
car is the miles per gallon is not great. It take up a lot of gas and gasoline isn't cheap these days
so I would recommend it to someone who just needs it for a small town. I live in a big city and
has barely lasts me 5 days. I would not recommend buying one if you're using it for commute.
When I purchased this vehicle it didn't have motor mount on them or it sounded a little funny
but beside that it was a babe. After 7 days went by the car started to mess up really bad and it
turned out to be my transmission. So I tried to get my money back even with warranty and the
owner told me to get a lawyer. Still he ripped me off back have fasting a job when putting the
motor mounts in the vehicle. It took them 6 months to get my title to the SUV. I would never
again go to cash car kings or send anyone to them at all. Till this day I am trying to fix the
damages and trying to repair what could be fixed. Car runs good has had battery issues and
recently replaced the ignition switch, I have 3rd row seats which are nice. Burns oil gets me
where I am going have not had to do any other repairs to it except maintenance oil changes and
tires comfortably seats family. I have had to have the transmission worked on twice and the
electronic module. I love the vehicle when it runs correctly. Some problems must be fixed by the
dealer. I love this vehicle, it is spacious enough for our whole family. We are a family of six with
4 children 4 and under and the vehicle has enough space for all of the car seats. Only thing I
wish was bigger is the trunk area with the seats up there is not much room in the back. The
timing belt keeps jumping. The engine light comes on. Then the car shuts off when driving. In
the morning if the car is cold it is hard to start. It is not at very comfortable car for the kids. On
long trips the back seating does not have good legroom. I did like the plug in for the phones.
The radio didn't get good reception. I have had problems with engine, replaced twice. I have
replaced transmission twice. Had trouble passing the smog so I had to replace all banks, and
reached the canister catalytic converter, overheating, paint fading, axle, starter and gear shift.
And I only drive it local around town for errands. Runs great, very comfortable vehicle with
good power and cool air, great features and stylish appearance, I would highly recommend this
vehicle. Currently the transmission is slipping and the car is undriveable, the investment for
repair is more than the car is worth. Some, blind,spots but very comfortable and smooth riding.
Fits a lot of passengers, has been very reliable. Great for, travel, can fit a lot of luggage and
people in car. The room of a minivan without it actually being a minivan. Great gas mileage and
power. It has a bad wiring system on it but it is a reliable vehicle and the seats feel very good on
it, I like the vehicle a lot it gets the job done and it gets me where I need to get to and it gets me
back home, and it is a very good looking vehicle it's a nice car. The AC always stops working
and the gas pump doesn't work! The arrow doesn't notify me when I am out of gas. I like the car
cause it's great for big families but overall the car always has something wrong with it. I've tried
fixing it and it stays working for a while then it goes back to how it was before. I love this car the
space is great for my family of five. We use the car for pleasure and my husband drives to work
everyday. I haven't had any problems with the car and I had it for four years. I would buy the car
again. The only thing I wish it had was a sunroof and a bigger trunk area for storage. It's a good
car and handles good on the highway. Excellent for going on trips. Saves you on gas, hold 7
people in the vehicle. If you are handicap, it's perfect for a hoveround. Excellent for going
shopping, beach, hiking, etc. My vehicle performance still needs some improvements on the
steering. The problem is power steering on sharp corners in narrow and crowded areas.
Otherwise it's very reliable and handles greatly for daily driving. The inside is in great condition
and very adjustable to the driver and passengers liking. When the car shifts gears it jerks into
the changing gear. This car is very safe, the airbag system installed ensures the safety of those
within the car. Very comfortable, fits a total of 6 people. Leather interior, DVD player, front wheel
drive. A few issues with the steering wheel slipping, but it is easy to fix. Average gas mileage.
The biggest issue is that since it's an electric car not too many traditional mechanics have been
able to resolve its problems. Most recently the problem was the car was smoking after being
driven to a certain extent. Which is also causing an egg like smell to come into the car. To many
issues with not wanting to start. Rough leaks water through sunroof. Stalls going down the
road. Have to put in neutral and restart going down the road. Not sure what else to put need to
put more words in here not sure why I thought with what I put it was obvious this car isn't safe
been like that since I got it. Extremely comfortable seats, the computer has never given me

issues, always accurate, I get 15 mpg which is also displayed on the computer, the only issue
I've had is that if your key is turned to the auxiliary position on accident- the battery dies within
minutes unless you start the car, and that's with a brand new battery. Car rides nice.
Transmission went out at just over 60k miles. Chrysler tried to get us for not having the drive
train inspected. Threw a fit with dealer and Chrysler Service Rep for our district agreed to cover
the cost. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner
Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Problems Reviews.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Brenda D wrote
on November 16, Doris wrote on November 1, Trish F wrote on October 25, Angelica S wrote on
October 5, Shay B wrote on October 4, Mai Ger V wrote on May 16, Ashley G wrote on December
11, Roxanne C wrote on November 20, Renee S wrote on October 11, Asia N wrote on
September 19, Deborah T wrote on September 19, Angie W wrote on September 19, Jeff G wrote
on September 19, Melissa O wrote on September 19, Elijah L wrote on September 19, Jacqueline
Z wrote on September 19, Kamika F wrote on September 19, Anthony S wrote on September 19,
Timothy M wrote on September 19, Tabi H wrote on September 19, Eve A wrote on September
19, William D wrote on September 19, David M wrote on September 19, Harper S wrote on
September 9, Mike wrote on August 18, Continue to Overview. A new car should last you a good
while, getting you from point A to point B reliably and safely. Before you committed, you
probably did your research to make sure it would do just that. But every car seems to have
issues at least at some point, including the Chrysler Pacifica. While fewer than many other cars
that had reported issues, there are still 12 overall problems reported regarding the Chrysler
Pacifica. Here are the top three complaints. A comfortable trek. Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid
WinterSnow. The years affected were , and the ticking occurred as early as 15, miles, with the
average being , miles. The 3. The issue was thought to be caused by a broken retaining pin on
the rocker arm shaft, which caused the pin to block the oil passage in the rocker arms and
created the ticking sound. Most often, a kit that includes rocker arm shafts, rocker arms, and
pedestals was used to replace the old parts and correct the issue. This made the check engine
light come on and indicated that multiple cylinders were misfiring. To solve this, the
combustion chamber needs to be cleaned out to remove all the carbon and potentially have the
valve spring retainers updated to prevent it from happening again. Consumers reported that the
buildup would cause their car to stutter when trying to maintain a steady speed. They stated
that mechanics would fix it, but it would quickly go back to the same problem again and that
there was no estimate for the cost to repair. Reporting for carpool duty. Coming in as the third
most common issue with the Chrysler Pacifica was that static discharge or loose wire
connections could cause problems. This generally meant that the power seat memory, seat
heaters, and adjustable pedals would have issues. This was resolved with revised seat modules
that resist the effects of static discharge. There were 48 reports for the models, with the average
mileage the problem occurred at being , miles. The issue could arise as early as 52, miles, and
consumers complained it would be intermittent and random. Further down the list, static
discharge issues came up again but in the door handles, causing a loss of function. Numerous
other issues were reported for the Chrysler Pacifica, including water leaks from the HVAC case
not sealing at the bulkhead, misalignment of the drive belt pulleys causing noise, and software
updates being needed for the powertrain control module. The year with the most problems
overall was the Chrysler Pacifica, coming in at 11 issues. But since , the Pacifica has actually
been a mostly problem-free car, with the exception of two problems in This is a good sign, and
that shows Chrysler is making an effort to fix the issues of the past and is getting better every
year. The Chrysler Pacifica suffers from a ticking noise from the engine. View this post on
Instagram. The Chrysler Pacifica had numerous overall complaints about its short lifespan from
, and resurfaced in for another four years of production, with the company lessening these
issues finally from The worst problem affecting all years is the body and paint issues, and the
Chrysler Pacifica is rated the worst model due to the severity of issues, the onset of the
problems, and the mileage at the onset of the problems. The first year of production for the
Chrysler Pacifica was , with engine cradle rot being a huge issue for this year and the following.
The main categories of concern for users were solely the body and paint problems, with the
NHTSA lodging over complaints in the same category, and nearly in the engine category. The
main concerns about the body and paint were the rusting frame and subframe, the engine
cradling rusting and rotting, and the liftgate not being able to open. The NHTSA lodged
complaints regarding the body, the frame, the underbody shield, the structure, bumpers, and
the support device for the liftgate. The top areas of concern focusing on the engine were about
the motor mount failure, the engine stalling while driving, the gas pedal getting stuck, the
engine oil leaking, the engine not being able to turn over, the head gasket failing, the oil plug
strip being out, and the timing belt breaking. This year of the Chrysler Pacifica contained the

most issues out of every single year of the Pacifica Production. The main issue dealt with the
body and paint and the engine for the users, while the NHTSA cited nearly complaints about the
engine system, and just over for the body and paint problems. The body and paint section was
dominated by complaints of a rusted out engine cradle, a rusted subframe, and the clear coat
peeling over time, the NHTSA concurred, with the body structure being a concern, along with
the underbody shield, frame, bumpers, and hinges. The engine issues are similar, with the main
concern being the rusted cradle, the car stalling, the check engine light coming on, the car
catching fire, excessive oil consumption, unintended acceleration, the accelerator sticking, and
the engine blowing during use. The main areas of concern for this model are similar to the
previous issues, with the body and paint and engine being the two main issues for this Pacifica
model. The main issues about the body of the Chrysler Pacifica involve the motor cradle
rusting, the subframe corroding, the front end frame rusting, and the paint bubbling. The
NHTSA also had complaints about the structural body issues, resulting in one crash, two fires,
and occurring at an average of , miles. Users stated that they are wary and nervous that the
engine could fall out of the vehicle without warning, the old subframe can break while driving,
and the bottom chassis might rot out. The engine issues for the Chrysler Pacifica problems
involve the engine cradle rot, the engine light being on, the motor mounts breaking, the engine
stalling while driving, and the gas pedal sticking. The NHTSA has several issues with the engine
as well, with the problems resulting in three crashes, two fires, and occurring at an average of
around 94, miles. Users state that the engine cradle rot can cause an inability for it to be
inspected properly by a mechanic, resulting in a necessary expensive replacement. The
Chrysler Pacifica problems were less than the previous years, with much of the body and paint
issues seemingly taken care of in this model year, and the main focus of users being on the
engine. Regarding the engine system, users report that the engine stalls and shuts down while
driving, the motor mounts can break, the check engine light turns on, the engine can lock up,
the engine block can crack, the engine can be loose, and the engine can use excessive oil
consumption. Owners state that the car seems to jerk while accelerating, the car stalls while
driving, the engine can stop while you are driving, and the car stalls when you shift into drive.
After a break in production following the Chrysler Pacifica, the Chrysler Pacifica came back for
the model year, which is regarded as the worst year due to the severity of issues in this car. The
main concerns about the transmission for users dealt with the transmission and the interior
accessories, while the NHTSA lodged numerous complaints about the engine and electrical
systems. The transmission problems were mainly focused on the car having a hard time shifting
and hesitating and lunging while accelerating or shifting gears. The interior accessories
concerns from users dealt with the backup warning system not working properly, the backup
camera not working, the cruise control not holding steady, the forward collision warning not
working, the headliner ratting, the headrests being uncomfortable, the middle seat row not
functioning correctly, and the parking sensor malfunction. The NHTSA Complaints regarding
the engine focused on the engine itself, the vehicle speed control, and the cooling mechanisms.
These problems resulted in 4 crashes, 4 fires, one injury, and occur very early on at below 20,
miles. Owners state that the car shakes while driving, the engine light comes on, the car lurches
while going into gear, and the car can lose power and require the engine to restart. Along with
the numerous Chrysler Pacifica Problems over the years, there have also been various recalls
for different models of the Chrysler Pacifica. One common recall is that the center passenger
seat belts might become inoperable over time. This recall was announced in early and affected
nearly 4, vehicles. Another severe recall was in August of , with the recall involving the second
row left seat belt might come unlatched during use. Chrysler recalled certain Chrysler Pacifica
vehicles that contain an 8-passenger seating option, since in certain seating situations, the
second row center seating position seat belt buckle could cause the left seat belt to become
unlatched, increasing the risk of injury. In addition, there was a recall for the Chrysler Pacifica
vehicles equipped with a 3. The engine control software might become out of sync with the
crankshaft position sensor, which could result in the engine stalling while driving. This affected
over , vehicles. Furthermore, there is a very severe and dangerous recall that was announced in
May of and affected over 4. This recall involved the cruise control not being able to be canceled
or turned off. Chrylserrecaled various models of their cars, like the Dodge Journey, Charger,
Durango, RAM, along with the Chrysler Pacifica due to the vehicles being recalled to address a
defect that could prevent the cruise control system from disengaging. Another recall that
affected numerous vehicles was unintentional movement. If the MPR became accidentally
engaged, the vehicle could roll away, even while in park or with the emergency brake on,
resulting in potentially hitting a passerby or someone on a sidewalk. Lastly, a recall that
affected nearly , vehicles was a concern about the engine stalling or a loss of power steering
assist. With Chrysler recalling some Pacifica models equipped with the engine stop and start

system, a loose battery ground connection could result in an intermittent loss of power steering
assist and cause the engine to stall while driving. Regarding these models of the Chrysler
Pacifica, you can now see that the Chrysler Pacifica has numerous problems and recalls. But
what are the most common issues you need to know about? First, the Chrysler Pacifica makes a
ticking noise coming from the engine. The main years affected were between the models, with
the ticking
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sometimes occurring as early on as just 15, miles. The most commonly affected engines were
the 3. And the 4. Second, carbon can buildup in the valves. The main models affected are the 3.
The check engine light will then turn on and indicate that cylinders are misfiring, resulting in the
combustion chamber needing to be cleaned. This averages at around , miles and might require
multiple repairs. Next, static discharge or loose wire connections can cause issues with the
power seat, seat heaters, and adjustable pedals. The average mileage when the problem
occurred was around , miles and happened mainly in the Pacifica models. However, since the
model was produced, the Pacifica has actually done a good job at making virtually problem-free
cars, with the exception of two main issues in the model. At least Chrysler is trying to get better
nad remedy the numerous problems that were present in the early models of the Chrysler
Pacifica. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved.

